
Joe Colombo

Prolific Italian architect and designer Joe Colombo, born Cesare Colombo, believed in democratic and 

functional design, meant to be used in many different ways - all for the benefit of the user. Ahead of his time, 

Colombo relied on emerging material and the latest technologies to design futuristic “machines for living”, 

many of which have become icons for a new way of living.

Clessidra Vase
Design Joe Colombo
Year 1969
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Prolific Italian architect and designer Joe Colombo 

created a wide array of appealing glass objects in his 

time. He worked with shapes, light, and silhouettes, and 

had an impressive way of creating small sculptures out 

of even the most functional homeware pieces.

Clessidra vase is a timeless and beautifully scaled 

glass object, where the container of the vase is raised 

gracefully from the light base to lift the flowers up in  

the air.

Colombo’s original drawings from 1969 shows a unique 

idea for a range of multiuse glass objects based on 

geometrical figures. One of these being the tall, slender 

Clessidra vase.
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PRODUCT DATA

Design Joe Colombo. 1969

Product type Vase

Materials Mouth blown glass 
Dishwasher safe

ARTICLE CODES

203177  Clessidra Vase large, clear

203178  Clessidra Vase large, green

DELIVERY - LAUNCHES SEPTEMBER 2023

Lead time Stock (if backorder: 20 weeks)

Sales units 2 pcs. in one master box
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Founded on rebellious curiosity and a passion for the unique, Karakter is a bit out of the ordinary. Rooted in the proud Danish design tradition, but always maintaining an international 

outlook, Karakter presents a striking portfolio of furniture, lighting and objects from designers who have already written the history of design to those who are aspiring to write the future. 

All designers collaborating with Karakter are curated for their ideas and creativity and shared by all of them is an inspiring level of curiosity and an uncompromising take on their work. 

Boasting both the relevant and honest, the beautiful, the playful and the expressive, all designs have a clear, undeniable character. Ready to spark curiosity and start conversations.
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